Connecting healthcare and clinical research: Workflow optimizations through seamless integration of EHR, pseudonymization services and EDC systems.
In the last years, several projects promote the secondary use of routine healthcare data based on electronic health record (EHR) data. In multicenter studies, dedicated pseudonymization services are applied for unified pseudonym handling. Healthcare, clinical research and pseudonymization systems are generally disconnected. Hence, the aim of this research work is to integrate these applications and to evaluate the workflow of clinical research. We analyzed and identified technical solutions for legislation compliant automatic pseudonym generation and for the integration into EHR as well as electronic data capture (EDC) systems. The Mainzelliste was used as pseudonymization service, which is available as open source solution and compliant with the data privacy concept in Germany. Subject of the integration was the local EHR and an in-house developed EDC system. A time and motion study was conducted to evaluate the effects on the workflow. Integration of EHR, pseudonymization service and EDC systems is technically feasible and leads to a less fragmented usage of all applications. Generated pseudonyms are obtained from the service hosted at a trusted third party and can now be used in the EDC as well as in the EHR system for direct access and re-identification. The evaluation of 90 registration iterations shows that the time for documentation has been significantly reduced in average by 39.6 s (56.3%) from 71 ± 8 s to 31 ± 5 s per registered study patient. By incorporating EHR, EDC and pseudonymization systems, it is now feasible to support multicenter studies and registers out of an integrated system landscape within a hospital. Optimizing the workflow of patient registration for clinical research allows reduction of double data entry and transcription errors as well as a seamless transition from clinical routine to research data collection.